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Teamviewer remote control android from pc

Admit it: You used to own a crazy multi-function remote. It has a black and white touchscreen and should allow you to control all entertainment devices in your home from the comfort of your sofa. That's a promise, at least. What it really does is force everything into the wrong aspect ratio and turn the clock
on your microwave into greenwich standard time. The good news: Now the world is a better place. Now your PC is the most powerful entertainment device in your home, so it's time to leave your outdated remote control in favor of your smartphone. When you open the platform on both sides of the
equation, you can - Android phone and PC instead of Panasonic Remote and some DVD/HDTV combo stuff – it becomes as easy as pie to add a powerful remote control solution. Super-remote smartphones are not only suitable for those with home theater PCs. With a little networking method, you can
use your Android phone to wake up a stagnant PC when you leave the house, so you can start torrenting, stream media to your phone or just poke around. Whether you need a remote media remote or a way to stream media from your PC to your phone, this guide will teach you how to set up a secure
and usable connection on the desktop and connect to the best apps on the Android side. Same local IP (192.168.x.x) every time it is turned on (remember that a bit of network needed knows how I'm talking?) Every router is different, so it is impossible to provide specific instructions for this procedure.
However, the basic process will be like this: 1. On Windows, you can get this information by opening a command prompt and typing ipconfig - all on a Linux or Mac OS machine, opening Terminal, and then type ifconfig -a. Scroll down to find the IP configuration information of your router - MAC addresses
are usually listed as a physical address list that looks like this: a2:b9:34:54:cc:10. To find your computer's MAC address, look for a physical address list after running 'ipconfig - All' from the command prompt. If that doesn't work, consult this list of common router addresses or check the manufacturer's
website. Poke around the router configuration page until you find the static IP settings, then enter the MAC address of the machine, the name and IP address you want to have, so (192.168.1.1.100 is usually a safe option), we are ready to go. This article is primarily written with Windows. Although all the
remote solutions we use except Unified Remote work on linux or mac OS X, the modern version of Unified Remote lets you control your PC with your phone simple and fluid. If you are asked to turn on Windows Firewall for this or any other program offered here, go ahead and say yes. Next, grab the
Android app from the Play Store, or by following the download link from the Unified Remote website, which links to the Windows Phone app. Open the mobile app, and if you have a Unified Remote server running on your computer and your network feels happy, you can use the <a0><a1></a1></a0> If
that doesn't work, you'll need to manually add the server by entering your PC's IP address. Once you've connected, dive into the remote section of the app, there are plenty of options you can play here - two of the two options I find most useful are the 'basic inputs', which allow you to use your phone's
touchscreen as a surprisingly intuitive mouse for your PC and 'media', which have play/stop/volume buttons similar to those you might have on your physical keyboard. It is good and generally no lag if your network connection is stable. The limitation of Unified Remote is that it is obviously useful only as a
literal remote, you need to look directly at the machine you are controlling to see the impact of the cursor. VLC Remote 'n Stream is the best of both worlds, this app is called VLC Direct Pro Free, but I like 'n because it makes this sound like a car wash on sale. If you need one app that can act as both a
media remote and a channel for streaming media from your PC to your phone, VLC has the answer if you're already using VLC to handle all your video playback needs. Grab it for free from vlc site, now just open VLC, open the settings from the easy switching tool drop-down menu to all at the bottom
right and in the left menu, expand the interface and click the main interface. There should be a web option — check Close the settings menu, but leave VLC running all the time. There are plenty of settings to customize in VLC, but you just need to enable the 'web' interface to start streaming your media to
your phone. Next, grab the free ANDROID VLC Direct Pro app from the Google Play Store by default, try to scan for an open VLC server on the network, hoping it will automatically connect to your PC - you let VLC work, of course, but if you don't. Your PC app will ask you to enter the same IP address as
Unified Remote. The TARGET icon at the top right means you're controlling the media on your PC (indicated by a traffic cone, VLC icon) or stream to your phone (indicated by the Android icon), the play/pause/stop controls, as well as the volume bar at the top right, and a list of available files for you are
displayed with four icons arranged horizontally: left-to-right. When you're playing something on a PC, you get a progress bar at the bottom of the interface that you can use to scrub back and forth through the media. That's it! Actually, there are three things you should know about VLC, first of all your
phone may not be able to play all the video files your computer can do by default, you will need to use the Beta VLC app for Android (it integrates well with the app when you link to the video file by default). The second thing is that you can access this same VLC remote control interface from another
computer on your network through a browser, say, if you connect to your media PC from a laptop on the sofa. Just go to 192.168.1.100:8080 (if you set up a different static IP address to replace it with that address). The third thing is that you will need vlc running on your computer to connect to it and not
your typical background app, you can really set it to work at startup. But sometimes you'll find yourself in a strange situation that needs to be turned off and reopened when you want to switch from viewing a given media file directly on your PC to streaming from it. Unfortunately, there is no good solution
here, apart from using, say Unified Remote, first to open it, then jump with vlc remote, what can we do to avoid getting up from the sofa, huh? VNC's Crop Cream - virtual network processing if you feel fancy - is the best remote media sharing system you may have never heard of. At the most basic level,
VNC is an alternative to Unified Remote when you want to move the cursor around on the screen, but with a little creativity, you can create all sorts of other applications. For example, I can access my office PC to scan. Convert files to PDF and mail documents while watching movies on other computers



in another room. Installing a VNC server on your computer is quite complicated, Windows users just need to grab the free version of the RealVNC client from the RealVNC website, install it and set it up on your PC with a strong password. RealVNC server clients are free, easy to install and lightweight,
boot up and should run in the background on your PC. Ubuntu Users will need to install x11vnc from ubuntu software center, then open the default application menu and add this item: x11vnc -forever. -passwd xyzzy -rfbport 5900 -bg which 'xyzzy' is the password you choose. Now you just need to get the
VNC app for your phone. There are a lot of Android VNC apps of different quality, but my favorite app is BVNC free, the configuration page does not have anything special, but it's okay because all you have to do is enter the IP name and password of your choice, then press Connect, then you may want to
press the menu button and change the input mode to a simulated touchpad (I find it more intuitive), but otherwise that is! Set up a VNC server and use a free VNC client on your Android tablet so you can access your PC from anywhere. Now you can use your phone to manage your PC from anywhere,
even if you may want to. Limit yourself to access your PC while your phone is connected to your home network, as streaming high-definition desktop PCs requires a lot of bandwidth. Accessing your PC remotely over a 3G or 4G cellular connection can be a bit b/e-me, but VNC's performance is great if
you're on a solid network, I have a total desktop resolution of 3360 by 1050, and the wireless network runs about 150 megabits per second and I get about 10-20 frames per second while using my PC remotely while I'm in the garage. It's not smooth, but it's fast enough for most wake-on-LAN tasks to turn
on your PC from anywhere if you're interested in managing music or streaming media from your PC. But you set it to go to sleep when it's idle and you leave the house or too lazy to go into another room to wake it up, I'm going to blow your mind up. Most machines have, and for many years, a feature
called Wake-on-LAN that keeps their network cards awake while the rest of the machine is asleep and turns on the PC when receiving network messages. Sadly, this is another situation where I can't give specific advice because everyone's PC is different: if you're using a network card that's on the main
board, you'll need to check your BIOS for Wake-on-Lan settings or check the advanced settings of your network card in Device Manager. Reconfigure your network adapter when it receives Magic Packets allows you to wake your PC at any time by sending special signals from other PCs or in this guide.
On any network adapter except the wireless USB adapter, you should be able to find something labeled 'Wake-on-LAN' support, open it, next grab the Android app of the same name (just like VNC, there are several options, but I've passed them with a good comb and app, Wake On Lan Android is the
best I've ever seen). This time, there's nothing to work on your PC, but as a trade, you'll need to enter your machine's MAC address manually (remember when. Just think about what you can do now by combining these apps: you can wake your machine, turn vlc and stream movies to your phone all
without getting out of bed! Put your PC in your pocket wherever you go, now the final note about using these techniques while you're away from home. To connect from somewhere else, you'll need to enter your global IP address, which you can find by simply opening a home browser window and
searching for what my IP address is on Google. Some machines will re-configure the global IP every time your modem is reconnected, which means that you may need to check again after the power outage (call your ISP first, they may feel generous enough to set a semi-permanent IP), before this works,
you will need to set up your router to forward the request from outside your home network to the 192.168.1.1.100 machine. You are connected to your router. Page 2, one of these geeks has configured their router so that they stream torn copies of their Avengers Blu-ray to their phones. Again, all routers
are different, so I can't give you precise instructions here, you'll want to find options within your router's configuration page for port forwarding, then add the corresponding port (select both TCP and UDP if given the option) for your 192.168.1.100 PC. Those ports for the remote services we cover are as
follows (if you are asked to enter a range, for example, Port from and Port to, just enter the same number for both values): Wake-on-LAN: 9 VNC: 5900 VLC: 8080 Unified Remote: 9512 Save those settings, step outside with your phone, try to connect using a global IP in any software program above, and
you should be in business. Look - I started writing articles about the TV remote and I ended up leaving the house. I don't recommend you any sunburn, I just want you to be able to annoy people by showing your ability to control your computer from all over the room, presumably because you're too smart.
- Lazy to get up. Note: When you make a purchase after clicking the link in our article, we may receive a small commission. Read our partner link policy for more details.
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